Introduction

1. The European Centre for Law and Justice (ECLJ) is an international, non-governmental organisation dedicated to promoting and protecting human rights around the world. The ECLJ also has Special Consultative status before the United Nations Economic and Social Council. The purpose of this report is to raise concerns regarding human rights violations in the Arab Republic of Egypt [hereinafter Egypt] for the 2019 Universal Periodic Review (UPR).

Background

2. Open Doors USA currently lists Egypt as the 16th worst country for Christians\(^1\). Egypt’s Coptic Christians, who make up the vast majority of the 9 million Christians in Egypt, have long faced persecution; far too often they are victims of atrocities committed by Islamic extremists\(^2\).

3. Egypt’s constitution establishes Islam as the official religion, and dictates that the principle source of legislation is Sharia\(^3\) law. Article 64 states: “The freedom of practicing religious rituals and establishing places of worship for the followers of revealed religion is a right organized by law”\(^4\).

4. Additionally, Egypt is a party to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR). Article 18 of the ICCPR states:

   Everyone shall have the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion. This right shall include freedom to have or to adopt a religion or belief of his choice, and freedom, either individually or in community with others and in public or private, to manifest his religion or belief in worship, observance, practice and teaching\(^5\).

5. It is critical that Egypt work to enforce the principles that it has established so that all its citizens are permitted to safely exercise their religion without fear of violence from the State or society.

Persecution from Islamic Extremists

6. Christians are routinely the target of Islamic extremists, and it is not uncommon for these attacks to take occur at places of worship during major Christian religious holidays\(^6\), such as Christmas and Easter where Christians all around Egypt gather to worship.

---


\(^4\) Id.


7. In April of 2017, 50 Christians were killed as a result of a coordinated bombing at two churches on Palm Sunday by the Islamic State. Marian Abdel Malak, a 26-year-old who lost three loved ones in the attack, issued a startling warning: “If things stay like this and we don’t get our rights we definitely have no future . . . . We would be better off dead because we don’t have any place anywhere in the country – in schools, or in government departments. We don’t have any value”.

8. On 29 December 2017, nine Coptic Christians were killed as a result of two terror attacks carried out by jihadists. The first of these attacks was carried out by at least one Islamic State terrorist on a motorcycle who attempted to storm a Church in south Cairo before being killed by security forces. The terrorist was found wearing an explosive belt, that if detonated, would have resulted in numerous more casualties. However, this attack still resulted in the death of six civilians and one police officer. The second attack was carried out against a Christian owned-shop resulting in two deaths.

9. According to report by the BBC in 2017, “More than 100 Christians have been killed in Egypt during the past year, with most attacks claimed by the local branch of IS militants.” One commentator, describing the situation as “ongoing crisis,” had this to say about the continued assault on Christians in Egypt: “It’s more continuity than change, we still need more details to come up, but so far Egypt has witnessed over 2,000 attacks in the last three years.”

10. In November 2018, Islamic militants attacked three buses carrying Christians on a pilgrimage to a desert monastery south of Cairo. The attacked resulted in the death of seven Christians, two of which were children, and injured.

Conclusion

11. In January of 2019, the President of Egypt, Abdul Fattah al-Sisi inaugurated Egypt’s largest cathedral. At the inauguration, President Sisi stated that “We are one and will remain one.” This was an important symbol of unity and the ECLJ encourages Egypt’s president to uphold this promise and ensure that Christians in Egypt are protected.

---
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12. All citizens should be permitted to exercise their religion without the threat of being killed. Islamic extremists acting with impunity pose a grave threat to religious freedom. In order for Egypt to ensure that Christians have a place in the future of Egypt, it needs to work now to guarantee their protection. Egypt needs to be reminded of its legal obligations, both nationally and internationally, to protect the rights and lives of all its citizens.